SERIES
- S – Standard Stud Type
- H – Heavy Stud Type
- Y – Yoke Type

ROLLER BODY PROFILE
- None – Plain / Cylindrical
- C – Crowned / Spherical

CAM FOLLOWER

BORE TYPE (for Stud type rollers only)
- None – Concentric Stud Type
- E – Eccentric Stud Type

ROLLER SIZE
- Imperial – Inches (Decimals)

SEALING
- S – Sealed

SLOT TYPE
- None – Screwdriver Slot
- H – Hex Socket

ALTERNATE FITTING
- THT – Threaded Lubrication Fitting (Units 4” Diameter and Smaller)

**Example:**

**S C CF E - 2.50 - S H -**

Standard Stud Type, Crowned, Cam Follower, 2.50” Roller Diameter, Sealed, with a Hex Socket